Michael S. Jenkins’ new and greatest book “The Secret Science of the Stock Market” is finally done. In this book Mr. Jenkins gives a start to finish ‘scientific’ examination of time and price forecasting techniques starting with basic line vectors and advances the concepts to circles, squares, triangles, logarithms, music structure and ratio analysis. These concepts are developed into a comprehensive method that allows you to forecast any market with great accuracy. Mr. Jenkins demonstrates how a few simple calculations would have predicted many of the greatest stock market swings of the past several decades with accuracy down to the day and price targets within one point on the market averages. This new book advances the work started in his other books and course but goes much further revealing little known secret methods only a very small handful of professionals know and in many cases he reveals proprietary techniques never before revealed to the public at any price. The chapter on the Gann Square of Nine is much more complete than 90% of courses available selling for hundreds to thousands of dollars more. This chapter alone is worth several times the cost of the book but the secret ratio analysis at the end of the book will truly change your trading habits forever. When you finish this book there is little left to learn about advanced trading and forecasting techniques with the rare exception of astrological methods, which are not covered in this work. This book goes from beginning concepts to the most advanced so anyone can greatly benefit from reading it. All concepts are demonstrated with actual chart histories. It is not, however, for the casual investor who does not want to take the time to calculate a simple square root on a hand held calculator. If you liked the previous books, then this one will easily surpass your expectations. Below are just a few examples of the powerful techniques you will learn from reading this book.
The Jenkins True Trend Line

In this new book by Michael S. Jenkins that revolutionizes technical analysis, Mr. Jenkins finally reveals his proprietary ‘Jenkins True Trend Line’ (JTTL) and its extraordinary properties which for the first time combine a time component with a price component so that each individual stock or market average has its own unique trendline. These trendlines are extremely powerful and are able for the first time to allow you to draw an accurate trendline from only one data point and the trendline will accurately describe all future price levels. Intersecting JTTL’s reveal time and price targets that pinpoint to the day exactly where your stock will trade, often months ahead of time. Just one trendline drawn from a low or a high can give dozens of consecutive price and time forecasts well into the future. Just look at the chart at right. Only with that specific Jenkins True Trend Line will all the horizontal high and low intersections of the price chart generate perfect time change forecasts as shown by those arrows on the chart. Trades placed at each of those arrows would have been
quite profitable! These specially drawn lines can extend well into the future and on weekly charts can pinpoint turns in the market for many weeks at a time, allowing you to swing trade with confidence until the next turn is indicated.

This next chart shows a weekly chart of the S&P with the Jenkins True Trendline drawn down from the bull market high of September 1, 2000. NOTE CLOSELY that this trendline was NOT drawn by connecting a series of highs but used only ONE point (the all time high) to draw it. It did later exactly catch another high but this line was drawn long before that high was seen. To demonstrate the incredible power of these proprietary trendlines I have drawn horizontal lines at each successive bear market bottom over to the JTTL. Note what happens at that exact time period indicated by the square boxes. The market always makes a REVERSAL IN TREND exactly at that time period. Remember this is a weekly chart so reversals will usually be good for at least three weeks or longer. Wouldn't you like to know with almost
absolute confidence the trend for the next three weeks? These trendlines will tell you if you know how to drawn them. Chapter 3 of the Secret Science book explains how to draw these essential trendlines and many techniques for using them to get BOTH the time of the reversal and the price on that date.

Gann Square of Nine

This next chart comes from the birth of the bull market in 1982. Those arrows are the major high and low swings over the next six months. Most people on Wall Street would give millions to know in advance the dates when those highs and lows will occur since they believe the market is random. I will show you on page 70 of my Secret Science book a very simple way to identify each and everyone of those turns from the beginning of that very year! Using the Gann Square of Nine in the secret way
I have learned how to use it, will forecast almost all these types of swing moves in stocks and the markets with very little work. How much is that knowledge worth? Certainly the cost of an inexpensive book!

Jenkins Pythagorean Triangle

The chart at right shows the result of the Jenkins Pythagorean Triangle method explained in Chapter 7. Those arrows are cyclic turns indicated by a single calculation.
of a low to a high made over a year earlier. Do you think you could make money if you had a year to get ready for trend reversals on these indicated dates?

Forecasting Highs and Lows
This next chart demonstrates a simple technique from page 124 of the book which calculates the exact bear market low following the 1932 low, and it also shows how to get the exact selling price of the low on that very day!

Another Forecast Example

This next chart shows the S&P from its all time high on March 24, 2000 to the next major low in the following year. The method demonstrated in my book on page 99 shows how to predict the exact date of that subsequent low and even the price hit on that exact low day using only the data known on the all time high day! How many books do you know that will teach you that? The technique works wonders on individual stocks and gives great option trades on those resulting dates.
I could go on and on with numerous examples of the many techniques this 135 page book teaches you but if the examples above don't convince you that this is the finest book ever written on forecasting I doubt further examples will. The book has dozens of techniques I have used successfully for the past 35 years and you can use many of them to precisely forecast to the day and the dollar the beginnings and endings of big swing moves in stocks, commodities and the general market averages. These techniques work in all markets and on all time levels down to the minute. The table of contents is as follows:
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Using the stock market sentiment readings for stock market timing is not as simple as some might suggest. Technician Tom Aspray explains the secrets of how he uses technical analysis to identify when you should act on extremes in sentiment.

The secret to investing success is simple, but many investors ignore it. Follow these tips to make sure you invest in the right places. Ken Little is the author of 15 books on the stock market and investing. He is a former stocks and investing writer for The Balance. Read The Balance's editorial policies.
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